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Thought Stink might run out of fun, cool, weird, and wacky facts? Hardee-har-har! Make way for a

second toe-jam-packed, canâ€™t-put-down STINK-O-PEDIA!What mammal could fit fifty people on

its tongue? Did you know itâ€™s impossible to snore in outer space? Or that the first lip balm was

made of earwax? From B-for-brainy cats (take a quiz to prove your catâ€™s a genius) to

T-for-treasure hunts (learn the secrets of geocaching) to Z-for-zombie jokes (bad puns to wake the

dead), this super-funny compendium is bursting with things to do, things to try, and things that are

just plain awesome to know. With a guide at the end crossreferencing Stink books with relevant

entries, this is a must-have for Moody fans, reluctant readers, and kids who are crazy for trivia,

superlatives, and other ephemera.
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This book was a lot of fun to read. It has a series of pages for each letter of the alphabet. Drawing

from previous Stink and Judy Moody books, and with new material, this is a wonderful collection.

The book is a collection of quotes, facts, quizzes and more. This is the 7th book by Megan and

Peter in both the Stink or Judy Moody series and maybe the one that is the most fun.Stink has a

wonderful way of looking at the world, and in this book he shares his insight, curiosity and passion



for life with us. Children will enjoy the humor in the book and the facts will be interesting enough that

adults will keep reading it themselves. While reading the book I shared numerous facts with my wife,

and even called my dad 400KM away to share a few with him. One of the other great things about

this book, for parents and teachers alike, is the extensive list of resources, both books and website.

This is an awesome book for the whole family!

My son loves it. He is a 1st grader who reads above grade level (when we can get him to read) This

book is fun for him, and he asks to read it. We have vol. 1 and 2 as well as several other Stink

books, and Judy Moody books for his sister. We like them all.

my grandson loves this book. he is 12 years old and loves to read. he had a hard time putting this

book down. so many interesting and different subjects in this book. great purchase

Excellent book, very intertaining, my 8 year old granddaughter loves the stories and even papa joins

us during bedtime reading.
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